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ABSTRACT
Context:
Working with process modeling is widely spread in production systems engineering and software development. Thus models have essential part in representing, visualizing and analyzing data in the field of car’s production for Value Stream Mapping (VSM) and Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) purposes.

Objectives:
This thesis aims to develop a software tool for comparison and version controlling of models by combining VSM and LCA for analyzing environmental impact. From the software engineering perspective the thesis solves the problem of model versioning and semantic comparison of models.

Method:
The research method used in the thesis is case study of a production set-up at one of Volvo Construction Equipment plants. The qualitative semi-structured interviews, literature review, one field visit to Volvo plant and validation meetings with primary users of thesis outcome were the methods for data collection.

Results:
The result of this thesis is an algorithm for semantic model comparison and its prototype implementation in Microsoft Visio.

Conclusions:
It is concluded that models can be compared both syntactically and semantically using simple algorithms assuming that the problem of model comparison can be simplified to a limited number of comparison parameters. In our case the semantics behind model items is defined by one main parameter - carbon dioxide ($CO_2$) emissions.

Keywords

DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS
Value Stream Mapping (VSM). It is known as “Material and Information Flow Mapping”, is used to depict current and future, or ideal states in the process of developing implementation plans to install lean systems [23].

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). It assesses the environmental impacts related to a product or a system during its whole life cycle; i.e. energy, other resource use and emissions from material production, use, maintenance, as well as disposal of the product are included in the analysis [22].

Model Semantics, literally Meaningful Modeling. “Semantics” originates from Greek word “semantikos” and is translated as “the study of meaning”. Semantics is the data in context - where the meaning is concentrated. [9]

1. INTRODUCTION
Modeling, as a tool for visualizing, analyzing information, making prognosis and predictions, appears to be useful in both software engineering and production engineering spheres. In case of software engineering one of the main fields where models are widely applicable is Model-Driven Development (MDD). As for production engineering, there is a need to model processes on the plants and asses environmental impact. Environmental concerns appear increasingly often in the manufacturing industry as a cause of the environmental awareness of our society.

These concerns pose strict demands for Volvo Corporation since the old production lines, which were built in 1970’s, were not optimized from environmental point of view. Nowadays there are methods for minimization of energy consumption during the manufacturing phase using principles of LCA to establish sustainable manufacturing. But there is still a lack of generalized model with parameters to evaluate production systems, i.e. generalized template for data collection and analysis from environmental point of view.

This need of Volvo Technology Corporation (VTEC), i.e. modeling of environmental aspects could be solved by using semantic model comparison. In the thesis we set the goal to create new algorithms for semantic model comparison and employ it on a specific case of VTEC.
New algorithm intends to solve software engendering problem in the field of models comparison by, first of all, carefully splitting model’s semantics from model’s syntax and, secondly, not relying on unique identifiers. These two motioned aspects are main difficulties in already existing algorithms and are emphasized in related work description.

The solution is important for model-driven engineering of software systems, but the problem in general is too complex to tackle and therefore we limit ourselves to a smaller one: comparing VSM models. We claim that if the problem can be solved for a well-defined modeling language - VSM, it can be solved for other well-defined modeling languages, like for example Unified Modeling Language (UML).

The intended audience of this work is software engineers who are working with modeling as well as middle engineers and managers from production departments who will be actually using the tool for analyzing environmental impact and as a way of communication for making decisions.

1.1 Disposition
Section 2 defines the problem addressed in this research project and defines research questions. Section 3 presents research methodology used to address the research problem and research questions. Section 4 is description of related to current research work from both software engineering perspective and big production setups’ perspective. Section 5 provides interviews’ and field visit’s results. Section 6 describes thesis results. Section 7 evaluates thesis results by analyzing developed prototype functionality. Section 8 provides future work ideas. Section 9 and 10 finalize the paper with conclusions and thesis results validity analysis. Appendixes, providing the list of attached documents, use cases for developed prototype and a reference list are included at the end of the report.

2. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
2.1 Initial VTEC’s Requirements for Project Outcome
The following expected outcomes were formulated initially for the whole thesis project at VTEC:

1. Creation of a systematic method to handle environmental parameters in the design and upgrade of a production setup. This method intends to combine VSM and LCA in a way to visualize environmental bottlenecks.
2. Designing of a computer-based tool for assessment and optimization of environmental performance of a production setup. The requirements for this tool are to be derived from the created method mentioned in point 1. A prototype for version controlling models, visualization of differences in models, migration of production line data from existing LCA tools is also to be developed.

These problems are important to be resolved since there is a need to have simple user friendly computer based tool for assessing environmental impact quickly without the need for effort-intensive collection of detailed information about the plant under investigation. Thus, a general method should be created for most of production lines. Since one of the most vivid ways for visualising information is modelling - the idea of analyzing environmental impact through model comparison of current plant state and possible optimised future state naturally arose. To lower the cost of the tool it should use existing LCA databases for estimating environmental parameters and is to be implemented as a plug-in for MS Visio which was already used for similar purposes at VTEC.

2.2 Research Questions
The current thesis work addresses the following research questions (RQ):

RQ 1: How can environmental parameters’ analysis on big production setups be visualized?

RQ 2: How to version-control models and visualize comparison results?

These research questions arise from VTEC’s needs to model, compare and visualize the environmental impact of various production set-ups. For example, the most common task is to find out which VSM model gives better environmental performance, in our case we assess CO₂ emissions. Especially it is important when comparing current and future state VSM models of the plant.

Since the environmental information is a semantic domain of the model, the problem of semantic model comparison and differentiation is also important. The semantic model comparison and differentiation is the main software engineering problem in this thesis [1, 2, 3].

The answers to research questions will also contribute to the solution of problems described in the literature review.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
The purpose of this section is to detail methods which we used to address our research questions. Specifically, we will explain which methodology, data sources and data collection methods were used and why.

3.1 Methodology
In this work the case study methodology as advocated by Yin [14] was used as a method. The method was chosen as we had the opportunity to work with a real-world case at VTEC, namely the case of comparing VSM models. VTEC provided concrete case where we had the possibility to evaluate whether version-controlling and comparison of models could be used efficiently. The chosen research method is effective since it enables to conduct a qualitative in-depth study to understand the semantics of VSM models and make generalizations by conducting a field observation
at VTEC, analyzing the existing solutions and proposing and evaluating a new one.

3.2 Data Collections

The following list summarizes the data sources we used throughout this study:

- Literature review was carried out. We aimed to find out which work in the model comparison field was already done and which computer-based tools exist. The detailed design of literature study is provided in Section 4.

- Semi-structured interviews with the people who are working with environmental analysis and are potentially affected by the results of our project. In total 5 interviews were conducted. Interviews were recorded and the interview transcriptions are attached in the document together with the questionnaire (see Appendix A “Interview Questions and Records” document, the roles and positions of interviewees are also listed there). The results of the interviews have significant value in establishing requirements for the computer-based tool.

- The field visit to Volvo Construction Equipment plant in Braås [17]. The data necessary for constructing VSM was collected during 2 visits to the plant. The list of necessary data was mainly created by another master student who worked on this project (see Section 3.4). The data collection was conducted by all members of the thesis project at VTEC.

- Regular meetings with VTEC’s supervisors and academic supervisor from IT University of Gothenburg were conducted to evaluate computer-based tool’s prototype functionality, propose new ideas and assure the implementation was on the right track.

3.3 Data Analysis

As data analysis method we used the qualitative data analysis (QDA) process developed by Seidel in 1998 [26] where objectives, requirements and results are continuously reflected upon and transformed to more and more specific and concrete goals using newly collected data. There are three parts “Noticing”, “Collecting” and “Thinking about the things” in the method and relationships among these parts are reflected in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Qualitative Data Analysis by Seidel [26]

In our case “things” are requirements to the model comparison algorithm and the prototype. As it is visible from the Fig. 1., the QDA process is not linear and the following characteristics should be taken into the account during analysis:

“Iterative and Progressive: When we are thinking about things we also start noticing new things in the data. We then collect and think about these new things. In principle the process is an infinite spiral.

Recursive: While collecting the things, we might simultaneously start noticing new things to collect.

Holographic: Each step in the process contains the entire process. For example, when we first notice things, we are already mentally collecting and thinking about those things.” [26]

Thus, the following three parts were done iteratively through the case study using described above characteristics:

1. Noticing: during this phase initial purposes are set and hypotheses are formulated. It is decided what additional information is needed to confirm initial hypotheses.

2. Collecting: this phase aims to collect information. This was done using data collection sources mentioned in section 3.2.

3. Thinking: during this phase initial hypnoses are reexamined on the basis of analysis of data collected in the second phase.

“Noticing” and “Thinking” phases were done using regular meetings (see Appendix A “Meeting Conclusions”) with VTEC supervisors (usually once a week) where we evaluated all gained information and were coming up with ideas, plans and requirements for the computer-based tool which is the result of the current thesis work. During these meetings VTEC supervisors reflected upon how they are going to use the tool, and provided us with their feedback and comments. Rapid prototyping was used to present tool and model comparison algorithm to supervisors to get fast feedback and assure the development is on the right track.
We continued this iterative process until final validation of the thesis results by the end users.

3.4 Collaboration with Other Master Students

The whole project with the initial requirements from VTEC stated in Section 1.3 was carried out by two students: Vera Kapayeva and Yan Zhang who have different specialization backgrounds. Vera is a student of Software Engineering and Management master program at IT University of Gothenburg. Yan Zhang is a student of Production Engineering at Chalmers Institute of Technology. The purpose of such cooperation was to be able to develop a complete solution to VTEC for the stated tasks in the section 2.1 Initial VTEC’s Requirements for Project Outcome. Thus, Yan was responsible for creation of systematic method to handle environmental parameters (1st requirement). Vera was responsible for implementing a computer-based tool for assessment and optimization of environmental performance of a production setup based on Yan’s method (2nd requirement).

Yan’s and Vera’s common tasks were:

- Creating questionnaire for interviews,
- Managing interviews’ appointments and conducting interviews themselves,
- Analyzing interview results,
- Visiting Braås Volvo plant and collecting data according to data sheets.

Specifically, Yan’s tasks were:

- Preparing list of data to be collected for VSM construction during field visit to Braås,
- Construction of VSM model on the basis of collected at Braås information,
- Generalization of constructed VSM model which intended to fulfill the 1st requirement of VTEC project.

Specifically, Vera’s tasks were:

- Making interview transcripts,
- Including LCA databases calculations into VSM model,
- Developing computer-based tool prototype with mechanisms for models’ comparison and version control on the basis of VSM constructed by Yan. Thus, fulfilling the 2nd requirement of VTEC project.

Within the whole project at VTEC both students contributed equally to project’s results although in this thesis only Vera’s work results are described.

4. RELATED WORK

In this section we will give an overview of the work done in the area of model comparison, merging and versioning from software engineering perspective. The overview will also present the work done in analyzing environmental impact on big production setups and which computer-based tools already exist in this sphere.

We have a structured literature review approach: first the problem of analyzing environmental impact using combination of VSM and LCA was studied, then existing computer support was investigated in the field of big production setups and finally software engineering perspective was applied. The following sources of literature were used:

- Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers portal (IEEE),
- Association for Computing Machinery portal (ACM),
- Science Direct portal,
- literature recommended by academic supervisors and supervisors from VTEC.

As a key words for searching relevant articles we used “Semantic model comparison”, “model version control”, “model merging algorithm”, “Value Stream Mapping” and “Life Cycle Assessment”.

In total 35 relevant articles were read although only the most important articles listed in the references were used directly for making conclusions.

4.1 Existing Software

In this section we aim to give an overview of existing algorithms for models’ comparison and list existing software tools implementing these algorithms.

Almanninger [1] explains the existing difficulty in model comparison: in order to identify the conflicts it is necessary not only to consider syntactical differences but also to “understand” the model’s semantics, i.e. relationships between models’ elements. Thus, the comparison should rely on logical structure of the model and visualize the conflicts which arise during merging compared models. Lin et al. [8] states that the commonly proposed technique for visualization the model differences is coloring.

Almanninger [1] proposes “Semantically enhanced Model Version Control System” (SMoVer) which is based on unique identifiers (IDs) designed in the metamodel. Alalen et al. [7], as well as Almanninger [1], rely on unique identifiers when proposing the algorithm for models comparison which is general for any modeling language based on the Meta Object Facility (MOF), i.e. it works for the Unified Modeling Language (UML).

Thus, in our algorithm we also need to establish uniqueness of the model items for comparison, i.e. algorithm should
identify which elements from models should be compared between each other. We can not use generated automatically by MS Visio model items’ IDs since these IDs are regenerated, for example, if the shape is deleted and then added again to the model. In section 6 we explain how to define unique identifier for our case.

A technique for model comparison which does not rely on unique identifiers is presented by Treude et al. [12] where models are compared using transformations to an internal representation from an XML-based file format and similarity of elements does not depend on their compositional structure, but mainly on their neighborhood [6] We adopted this idea in our comparison mechanism. In VSM models order of the shapes has meaning, i.e. every shape meaning depends on its neighborhood. Thus, before comparing models we first sort them and then compare sorted arrays of models’ items.

The work done by Oliveira et al. [2], [3] resulted in implemented tool Odyssey Version Control System (VCS) which is currently improving. Modeling elements may be split into two categories: syntactic and semantic elements. According to this principle during comparing we distinguish model items that are compared only syntactically and semantic items which contain environmental data and are compared against environmental parameters. In our case semantics is represented by the data from LCA database. Oliveira et al. [2], [3] reveal their model merge algorithm and acknowledge that they don’t have visualization for model comparison and merging, they indicate it as a future work for Odyssey-VCS tool. That gives the room for current master thesis work.

Selonen [13] provides a review of five different approaches to model comparison. The author sets desirable qualities that any practical model comparison technique or tool should posses: identifier independence, reliability, usability, composability and non-intrusiveness. Thereby, several authors admitted that comparison mechanisms involving IDs are not enough to be able to find out the differences in models’ semantics.

Harel et al. [9] provide an explanation what truly models semantic notion stands for as well as wrong ways to view semantics. Concisely, “when carefully devised, the semantics assigns an unambiguous meaning to each syntactically allowed phrase.” [9] It is a challenge to distinguish syntax from semantics. We have faced this challenge when implementing our prototype and resolved it with the following main principles:

- all environmental information behind the Visio shapes which we store in the database or calculate using LCA databases defines items’ semantics,
- items’ order, as was already mentioned before, also has meaning in VSM models, thus contributes to semantics aspect of the model comparison mechanism.

4.2 Existing Software: Production Engineering Perspective

This section aims to review work done in the field of combining VSM and LCA techniques and finding out whether there are any computed-based tools supporting this combination. Our case study needs industrial and software engineering perspectives for related work in order to be sure that our results are innovative in both spheres.

Steps to combining VSM and LCA techniques are done in “Lean and Clean VSM” article [10]. Authors propose to use VSM for analyzing production setups, as it is well known and mature approach, but include the list of input and output environmental parameters per each VSM process. The list of these parameters is clearly defined. This article gives understanding that VSM is a flexible tool which definitely gives the room for adding new data to be analyzed within VSM models. In our case this data is LCA data.

A considerable work is done in applying computer-based simulations for production setups: such computer programs as SIMTER and eQuest which are 3D simulation software tools for creating a “virtual environment in order to determine the best solution to achieve the goals, for example, for reducing energy consumption” [4], [5]. These kinds of tools are mature, expensive and require a lot of detailed initial data to be able to perform simulation. Our goal is to yield a simplified tool for environmental analysis based on 2D modeling.

There is eVSM [15] tool available on the market. The tool is a plug-in for Microsoft Visio and proposes the following useful functionality for constructing VSM models: analyzing and improving Value Streams, possibility to use Spaghetti Diagrams and constructing reach reports with diagrams.

We provide a prototype of plug-in for MS Visio which serves the needs for constructing VSM models including LCA data, possibilities for comparing, merging and version controlling these models and analyzing models’ semantics. It should be emphasized that this functionality is not present in eVSM tool.

A very mature LCA tool is GaBi [19]. This tool provides modeling functionality and rich LCA databases for analyzing the whole life cycle of the product. In our work we are supposed to use only LCA thinking when constructing VSM.

4.3 Summary of Related Work

The main conclusions to be made from literature study are the following:
Model comparison mechanisms should rely on more than just unique identifiers of model elements.

There are already several model comparison algorithms developed, but none of them is implemented in a mature computer based tool which visualizes models comparison, merges, version-controls models and at the same time cover VTEC needs.

When conflicts arise while merging models user has to resolve them manually. Software solution should help user to do it by visualizing model differences with coloring, graphical and textual representation of comparison results, i.e. proposing the possible ways of merging but only user can decide how the final model will look like.

Although mature software tools exist for VSM and LCA they are not combined and don’t cover VTEC needs, in particular the need for visualizing environmental information.

We took these conclusions as requirements when implementing tool prototype.

5. INTERVIEWS’ AND FIELD VISIT’S RESULTS
This section intends to give main conclusions made from the interviews and visits to Volvo plant in Braås.

The following interviews results were obtained:

1. During semi-structured interviews all interviewees admitted the feasibility of combining VSM and LCA tools. This fact confirmed our original idea and let us proceed without changing project goals.

2. Interviews/meetings with VTEC supervisors resulted in establishing basic requirements for the computer-based tool: MS Visio integration and LCA databases integration. Also continuous evaluation of the tool prototype was held during these meetings. Thus, the following main requirements were added during evaluations:

   • create Visio stencil with custom shapes to be able to reuse them,
   • be able to save shapes’ environmental information into the database to exchange data between different models,
   • dynamically generate semantic data for specific types of model items (station data sheets in VSM model) on the basis of user’s answers to general questions regarding plant and stations. For example, estimate \( CO_2 \) emissions for ventilation energy consumption on the basis of approximation formulas which use such parameters as station and plant sizes, production units per year, whole energy consumption for the plant per year etc.

As a stand along source of collected data are 2 visits to Volvo plant in Braås. There we took into the consideration only welding stations of the plant. The primary result of these visits was the VSM model constructed in MS Visio and using data collected on the plant. Then we analyzed how we can generalize obtained model and extend it to any plant. Thus, the following main steps were done to tune the model and make our computer-based tool prototype:

   • All data sheet information collected in Braås was embedded into the model as Excel files per each plant station. These Excel sheets were generalized and implemented as custom MS Visio shapes.
   • LCA data was connected to Visio model to calculate environmental parameters.
   • Functionality for models version-control and comparison was added.

When final prototype was created, it was validated by users from VTEC.

6. RESULTS
This section provides full description of the thesis results:

   • Description of the main prototype functionality,
   • Model comparison algorithm with its pseudo-code,
   • Model version-control algorithm,
   • Impact of the prototype on VTEC.

6.1 Prototype Description

6.1.1 Tools and Technologies
The following software tools were used to develop the prototype:

   • MS Visio 2007 – as a modeling tool,
   • MS Access Database – as a database to store LCA data and models’ configuration versions,
   • MS Excel – as a tool for storing data collected during case study. We also used Excel documents within Visio models to store models’ data in a structural way,
   • Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) – as a programming language to implement prototype.

6.1.2 Prototype Functionality
First of all we want to stress that the evaluation of the prototype work is reflected in Interim Report document which is attached to this report (see Appendix A). The purpose of Interim Report artifact was to document in iterative manner on weekly basis all the changes in the
ideas regarding software solution for posted research questions during carrying out thesis. The current section gives the description only of the final prototype functionality which is divided into 3 main features:

**Feature 1.** Semantic Model Version Control, i.e. version control of the configurations for one model (RQ 2).

**Feature 2.** Models Comparison (RQ 1).

2.1. Within one model, i.e. comparison of the configurations of the same model. Configurations are represented by environmental data behind model items.

2.2. Comparison of 2 models.

**Feature 3.** Models Merging.

In order to describe prototype functionality in details use cases are presented in the Appendix B.

**Feature 1: Semantic Model Version Control.**

First, created VSM model (which was constructed on the basis of data collected at Braås) was static and didn’t contain any macros and automatic calculations. Then we added custom shapes with embedded calculations of environmental parameters using LCA data. Model’s semantics is represented by the data contributing to environmental impact (see Fig. 2). This data is saved in the database and version-controlled per each model state. The **Use Case 1** describing this functionality in details is presented in Appendix B.

Parameters which represent operations and processes on the plant are split into 3 groups according to Lean development:

- **Value Adding (VA)** – represented in green color. These types of activities are operations which add value to a product through the processing of raw material or semi-finished products. For electricity consumption while welding it involves mainly electricity consumed when welding equipment is on. [16]

- **Necessary Non-Value Adding (NNVA)** – represented in yellow color. These operations may not add value to a product and be wasteful but are necessary for current operation procedures. Example for this category is electricity consumption of supporting systems such as ventilation, heating and lighting. [16]

- **Non-Value Adding (NVA)** – represented in red color. These activities are pure waste that should be removed entirely from the process. For example, these processes can include electricity consumption when equipment is in stand-by mode, i.e. not used but is switched on. [16]

**Feature 2.1: Semantic Comparison within one model, i.e. comparison of model configurations.**

All the comparison is carried out on the basis of the saved model configuration data using **Feature 1**. We have chosen the most important parameters to be saved and compared. The result of comparison is presented in the textual and graphical format (see Fig. 3).

---

1 Red arrows and text comment pictures and are not present in the Visio document with the models.
Fig. 3. Semantic Comparison Results.

The Use Case 2 from Appendix B describes this feature in details.

**Feature 2.2:** Comparison of 2 models.

The comparison of 2 different models is held against its syntactical and semantic differences at the same time. The algorithm for this feature is the following (in brackets see the references to the pseudo-code lines, the pseudo-code is presented after algorithm description):

1. All shapes are ordered on both models by the coordinates they are placed on the model’s sheet (from the left to the right, from the top to the bottom). This action deals with semantics of the model since the order of shapes in VSM has meaning. [lines 16-18]

2. Ordered arrays of shapes are compared syntactically and semantically:
   
   2.1. In case compared shapes have type “Data Sheet” (see Fig. 2, “Data Sheet” is Excel file containing specific information for the station) they are compared semantically against the last saved configurations in the same way as in the Feature 2.1 with Use Case 2 from Appendix B. As a result semantic comparison report is shown to the user (see Fig. 3.). [lines 55-59]

   2.2. In case compared shapes are of any other type except of “Data Sheet” they are compared only syntactically against shape type and shape text. See Fig. 4. for demonstration of syntactical differences highlighting [lines 20-48]:
   
   - black color indicates that no differences were found,
   - red text indicates that there is the shape in another model with the same shape type but the text is different,
   
   - blue color indicates that the shape is present in one model but is absent in another,
   - yellow color indicates that the shape types are different although the text is the same,
   - when clicking on any shape after comparison the correspondent shape in another model is highlighted in red – thus user can easily see which shapes in the first model where compared to which shapes in the second model.

Fig. 4. Syntactical Comparison Results.

The Use Case 3 from Appendix B describes this feature from the point of view user-Model interaction.

Main advantage of the algorithm is that it clearly distinguishes semantic and syntactic differences and reports about the differences as well in a different manner. For syntactical differences we present shapes’ highlighting (see Fig. 4), for semantic differences we present comparison report (see Fig. 3). The comparison algorithm doesn’t rely on unique identifiers since in VSM models the order of the shapes has meaning and we managed to take into the consideration shapes surrounding. It should be pointed out that we distinguish the shapes by their types: there are types which are compared only syntactically and types which are
compared semantically (“Data Sheet” type, see line 28 in pseudo-code).

We also managed to reduce big amount of semantic data in the shapes which are compared semantically (see Fig. 2, Excel Sheet, which is referred as shape of “Data Sheet” type in pseudo-code) to just one main parameter (see line 59) against which these types of shapes are compared. In the case of VSM models this parameter is $CO_2$ emissions produced by station (see Fig. 2, graph called “Total $CO_2$”). However in the comparison report (see Fig. 3) we present several parameters against which model configurations are compared. This is because there is a possibility to extend semantic comparison to as many parameters as it is needed by models’ semantics.

The pseudo-code for comparison algorithm is presented below:
Public Sub CompareModels()

    Dim oDoc1 As Document  ' 1st model for comparison
    Dim oDoc2 As Document  ' 2nd model for comparison
    Dim oDoc1Page1 As Page ' 1st page of the 1st document/model
    Dim oDoc2Page1 As Page ' 1st page of the 2nd document/model
    Dim oShapeDoc1 As Shape ' any shape on the 1st document/model
    Dim oShapeDoc2 As Shape ' any shape on the 2nd document/model

    Set oDoc1 = Visio.Application.Documents(1)
    Set oDoc2 = Visio.Application.Documents(2)
    Set oDoc1Page1 = oDoc1.Pages(1)
    Set oDoc2Page1 = oDoc2.Pages(1)

    ' order shapes before comparison
    oDoc1Page1.Shapes = OrderShapes(oDoc1Page1.Shapes)

    ' SYNTAX COMPARISON
    ' loop through ordered arrays of shapes on both models
    For Each oShapeDoc1 In oDoc1Page1.Shapes
        For Each oShapeDoc2 In oDoc2Page1.Shapes
            sShapeType1 = oShapeDoc1.NameU
            sShapeType2 = oShapeDoc2.NameU
            ' syntax comparison is not performed for shapes with the type "Data Sheet" - they are compared semantically
            If StrComp(sShapeType1, "Data Sheet") <> 0 And StrComp(sShapeType2, "Data Sheet") <> 0 Then
                If StrComp(sShapeType1, sShapeType2) = 0 And StrComp(oShapeDoc1.Text, oShapeDoc2.Text) = 0 Then
                    ' the shapes are the same, highlight shape border and shape text in green
                    ' exit from loop for oDoc2Page1.Shapes and take next shape from oDoc1Page1.Shapes
                    ' change green color back to black color, so that shapes which are the same are not highlighted
                    oDoc1Page1.Shapes
                ElseIf StrComp(sShapeType1, sShapeType2) = 0 And StrComp(oShapeDoc1.Text, oShapeDoc2.Text) <> 0 Then
                    ' shapes are of the same type but with different text
                    ' highlight text in red
                    ' exit from loop for oDoc2Page1.Shapes and take next shape from oDoc1Page1.Shapes
                    ' change black color to blue
                    oDoc1Page1.Shapes
                ElseIf StrComp(sShapeType1, sShapeType2) <> 0 And StrComp(oShapeDoc1.Text, oShapeDoc2.Text) = 0 Then
                    ' shapes are of different types but with the same text
                    ' highlight shape border in yellow
                    ' exit from loop for oDoc2Page1.Shapes and take next shape from oDoc1Page1.Shapes
                    ' change green color back to black color, so that shapes which are the same are not highlighted
                    oDoc1Page1.Shapes
                End If
            End If
        Next
    Next

    ' if shape stays in black color (black text and border) after the previous loop it means the shape doesn't present on one of the compared models
    ' change black color to blue

    ' SEMANTICS COMPARISON
    ' shapes with the type "Data Sheet" were skipped during the syntax comparison
    ' the function takes the latest configurations from the Models' databases for both models and configuration contains several parameters per each station: the main parameter is only one
    ShowComparisonReport

End Sub
**Feature 3: Models Merging.**

This feature is not fully implemented in the prototype although we provide the ideas for further development.

First, the models are compared as it is described in the **Feature 2.2**: syntactical differences are highlighted (see Fig. 4.) and semantics report is shown (see Fig. 3.).

1. Then user selects “Merge Models” command and all the shapes which have the same syntax are copied to a new model document. This functionality is implemented and copies all shapes in black color from the first model to a new document.

2. Now user has to decide how to actually merge the conflicts. When user is clicking on a shape in one model – the correspondent shape is highlighted in red in another model. This is also implemented and described in **Feature 2.2**. We propose to enrich this step with the following functionality:

   2.1. the form is show to user proposing to choose one of the 4 different options: (1) copy shape from the 1st model with the semantic data from the 1st model, (2) copy shape from the 2nd model with the semantic data from the 2nd model, (3) copy shape from the 1st model with the semantic data from the 2nd model, (4) copy shape from the 2nd model with the semantic data from the 1st model. These options should be visualized, i.e. all the data necessary for making the decision should be presented to user.

**6.2 Using Prototype Features for VTEC Project**

Described features fulfill VTEC’s needs in analyzing current VSM for plant, creating future VSM for plant and comparing VSM models against environmental parameters. It is done by performing **Use Case 1** and then **Use Case 2** from Appendix B. Thus, the following summarizes the opportunities which our tool provides for VTEC:

- User can quickly construct VSM models using custom Volvo Visio shapes with predefined structure for keeping data necessary for calculating environmental impact (Fig. 5.). User now can keep all the data necessary for VSM construction within the model through embedded Excel data sheets in predefined templates.

- \( CO_2 \) emissions are calculated automatically by the tool using LCA database and after user inputs data required by predefined Excel data sheets from Volvo custom stencil.

- User can save any states of the model performing **Use Case 1** for further comparison with other model states.

- User can analyzes environmental impact of each station in VSM model as well as environmental impact of the whole plant using graphical information representation (see Fig. 6.).

![Graph for Analyzing Environmental Information](image)

- User can compares different models configurations performing **Use Case 2** for finding the most environmental friendly one, i.e. there is always a possibility to compare current and future state VSM and conclude whether improvement actions are worth to be performed on the basis of visualized report (see Fig. 3).

It is important to emphasize that for VTEC’s project more functionality was implemented than described in Appendix B and User Guide document was created for VTEC users.
7. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of the developed prototype was held during regular meetings with supervisors from VTEC and IT University of Gothenburg. The main decisions regarding the prototype functionality were made after Braås plant visit when static VSM model was constructed. The main challenge was to enhance the model with dynamic behaviour replacing static shapes with custom shapes where environmental parameters calculations were embedded and then to come up how to split syntax and semantics of the model for further comparison.

On the final tool demonstration the following advantages of the prototype were admitted by the end users (production engineers) from VTEC:

- Usage of embedded Excel sheets for storing necessary information. This solution turned to be user friendly since Excel is widely used for similar purposed by production engineers.
- Creation of custom stencil with reusable shapes. It gives possibility to construct VSM models quickly using predefined formats for data sheets.
- The possibility to compare models and their configurations as the leading idea of the tool was unanimously accepted by all users.

The following disadvantages of the prototype were pointed out by thesis author and software engineer from VTEC:

- The calculations are slow because of usage of Excel files in the Model.
- VBA script as a programming language for the prototype makes restrictions in programming, for example, in dynamic event handling.

Thus, the end users were satisfied with the proposed solution although further improvements in the tool would be good advantage and are stated as future work. Developed prototype resolves the problem of combining VSM and LCA.

Analyzing contribution of the current thesis to existing software problems described in related work (see section “4.3 Summery of Related Work”) we emphasize that:

- Developed algorithm does not rely on unique identifiers when comparing and version-controlling models. It identifies model’s items by their types, location in the model and meaningful names assigned to the items.
- The ideas described in Feature 3 resolve the problem of manual model merging visualizing model differences with coloring, graphical and textual representation of comparison results.
- The main contribution to the problem of semantic model comparison is done by introducing new algorithm which splits model’s semantics from syntax by storing semantics in the database assigned to the model.

Summarizing the whole work we present the answers to posted research questions:

RQ 1: Environmental parameters’ analysis on big production setups may be visualized by modeling the material and information flow using VSM combined with LCA data for assessing environmental impact. We provided the prototype of the tool which includes functionality for analyzing this type of VSM models with LCA data by means of model comparison and version-control.

RQ 2: When comparing models’ semantics it is possible to find out one main aspect/parameter against which the model items may be compared. The idea is similar to comparing products by their cost. In the case of VSM models with LCA data this parameter is carbonate dioxide ($CO_2$) emissions. Syntax comparison of the models is implemented according to the differences in types and text of shapes. The comparison is not based on unique identifiers. It also takes to the consideration that in VSM all shapes are ordered, i.e. the order has the meaning, and models must be compared in the correspondent order of shapes. To version control the models’ semantics it is enough to version-control the minimum set of parameters representing this semantics.

Thus, answering the second research question we proposed the generalization of our approach when comparing models. It means that the solution is not specific for VSM models and could be used for other types of models.

8. FUTURE CHALLENGES
In this section we list some ideas for possible future work.

Firstly, semantically enhanced merging, i.e. conflicts resolution, should be implemented as it is described in Section 6 in Feature 3. The idea reminds the functionality provided by Araxis Merge tool [21] for comparison of textual files. However, this is a task that requires more advanced modeling tools and therefore was not addressed in this thesis.

From industrial perspective, the main future work is to extend our prototype to be able to connect to different LCA databases in different formats, for example to European Reference Life Cycle Database (ELCD) which contains more data and can be used without licensing issues.

We believe that our ideas will help to define comparison rules for further researches.
9. VALIDITY ANALYSIS
We evaluate validity of the presented thesis following schema described in [25] against four validity threats to empirical studies.

There is an external validity threat in this work that no interviews within other companies except of Volvo regarding comparing, version-controlling and merging models were conducted. However the fact that our supervisors at VTEC and IT Gothenburg University have solid experience within software modeling field makes obtained results reliable.

The main internal validity threat to the study is that there is a risk the results are specific for VSM model for Braås plant. To minimize this threat, generalizations were made to be able to apply results to other plants and to other types of models.

Construct validity threat was also identified. Not all model shapes with semantic data may be characterized by $\text{CO}_2$ emissions or this characteristic is not enough for understanding the whole picture of environmental impact. Nevertheless, we found out that we can use other environmental parameters to characterize shapes in VSM models.

As a conclusion validity threat we see the lack of testing the tool prototype ideas on other plants and other types of models which are different from VSM modelling.

10. CONCLUSIONS
This thesis addresses the problem: there is no mature computer based tool which supports specific VTEC’s needs (MS Visio integration, LCA databases integration), visualizes models comparison, merging and version-control taking to the account not only models’ items syntax but also models’ semantics. We have resolved this problem and answered posted research questions in the context of VSM modeling on big production setups by providing the prototype implemented in MS Visio. We also introduced critical vision of proposed solution indicating future work and possible problems in generalizing and extending our approach to be applicable to other types of models (for example, UML diagrams).

We emphasize that developed prototype covers two initial thesis requirements from VTEC since it uses LCA data to calculate environmental impact from VSM models. The first requirement coverage is mostly the result of thesis author partner’s work at VTEC’s project. The second requirement is covered by described prototype functionality and by the list of future ideas in the “Future Challenges” section. It was extremely difficult to resolve at the same time both software engineering and production engineering problems. We achieved this with project partner by posting different research questions and writing different thesis reports, although we were working in a close cooperation on a daily basis exchanging ideas and providing each other with necessary materials.

Empirical data obtained from the interviews and field visit together with literature review results confirmed the need in our work. Our solution is validated both by VTEC supervisors and IT University of Gothenburg supervisor via regular supervision meetings.
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APPENDIX A
This report goes together with the following list of artifacts which are attached in the folder “Appendix A”:

- “Meeting Conclusions” document represents the records from all meetings with supervisors from VTEC.
- “Interview Questions and Records” document summarizes collected raw data from interviews.
- “Interim Report” document reflects the evaluation of computer-based tool prototype development.

APPENDIX B
Use Case 1. Save Model configuration for further comparison with another version: semantics version control.

1. User opens VSM Model constructed for the plant with or without filed in data for the stations.
2. Model is displayed as shown on Fig. 7.
3. User fills in or edits all station data sheets (see Fig. 2) with the information collected on the plan (for example, energy consumption in kW per hour for welding equipment) and presses “Generate Stations’ Data Sheets” button (see Fig. 7, left upper corner of the Model).
4. Model calculates $CO_2$ emissions using LCA data. The results of this action are stored within station data sheets which are Excel files and contain several tabs (see Fig. 8).
5. User assumes that Model is completed and goes to “Version Control” page in the Visio document.
6. “Version Control” page is displayed as shown on Fig. 9.
7. User presses “Save Current Configuration” button and provides the name for configuration.
8. Model saves current configuration into the database. Only the most important parameters per station are saved, for example, total energy consumption for value adding operations and $CO_2$ emissions for it.

Use Case 2. Compare Model’s configurations: semantics comparison.

Precondition: Use Case 1 is completed.

1. User analyzes what could be improved on the plant, i.e. how to reduce environmental impact. Thus, user opens detailed data per station (see Fig. 8) and finds the processes which should be improved. All the processes impact is shown in $CO_2$ terms and it is easy to find processes which contribute most of all into total environmental impact by looking on the detailed charts (see Fig. 8.1).
2. User changes the data which he can improve for every station data sheet and presses “Generate Stations’ Data Sheets” button.
3. Model recalculates $CO_2$ emissions for all the stations.
4. User goes to “Version control” tab, presses “Save Current Configuration” button and provides the name for new configurations.
5. Model saves new configurations into the database.
6. User chooses 2 configurations which he wants to compare and presses “Compare” button.
7. Model displays the result of comparison on “Comparison Results” page (see Fig. 10.) both in textual and graphical format.

Use Case 3. Compare 2 Models: syntactical and semantic comparison.

Precondition: Use Case 1 is completed for both Models which are to be compared.

1. User opens 2 VSM Models in Visio (see Fig. 11).
2. User executes macros “Compare Models”.
3. 2 types of comparison results are presented to user:
   3.1. syntactical differences are highlighted (see Fig. 11.1)
   3.2. semantic differences of the latest models’ configurations are presented in the same manner as in Use Case 2 (see Fig. 10), comparison report is displayed on the “Comparison Results” tab of both compared models.
Fig. 7. Whole VSM model for Braås Volvo Plant.
Fig. 8. Station Detailed Data in Excel File. Analyzing Environmental Impact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station Detailed Data in Excel File</th>
<th>Analyzing Environmental Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excel file with detailed information per station</td>
<td>The biggest environmental impact is made by &quot;District heating&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom shapes with embedded CO₂ automatic calculations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 9. Model Version Control – Saving Model Configuration.
Fig. 10. Semantic Comparison Results.
Fig. 11. Models to Be Compared.

Fig. 11.1. Highlighting Models’ Syntactical Differences.